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BACKGROUND

Computer systems may move objects into memory for ready

availability to one or more processors. Similarly, objects may be moved out of

memory to enable other objects to re-use the space in memory.

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a central processing unit (CPU) that interfaces

with a memory system through a memory controller.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of disruption regions in asymmetric memory.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of a remapping (remap) table associated with a

memory controller.

Fig. 4 is an illustration of an addressing format used by a memory controller.



Pig. 5 is an illustration of banks and sectors within asymmetric memory.

Fig. 6 is a flow chart of a process by which a memory controller enables access

to a memory system that includes asymmetric memory.

Fig. 7A is a flow chart of a process for managing storage of data in a memory

system that includes asymmetric memory.

Figs. 7B-7E are diagrams of different configurations for a memory system that

aligns banks enabling asymmetric memory to be written in an efficient manner.

Fig. 8A is a flow chart of a process by which data is queued in order to write

the data to a memory system that includes asymmetric memory and symmetric

memory.

Figs. 8B-8H are diagrams of different configurations for a memory system

mat copies data from a first region to a second region as an update to the data is being

written to the second region.

SUMMARY

In one general sense, data that is stored in a memory system that

includes asymmetric memory is managed. The asymmetric memory is configured to

enable block write operations in which an address within a block of one of the

asymmetric memory components affects the availability of other addressee within the

block of the asymmetric memory component. A first disruption region that is

associated with problematic read access of first addresses within the first disruption

region during the block write operations to the first disruption region is identified

within asymmetric storage. A second disruption region that is separate from the first

disruption region, the second disruption regjon associated with problematic read

access of second addresses within the second disruption region during the block write



operations to the second disruption region is identified within the asymmetric storage.

Blocks within the first disruption region of asymmetric storage are associated with

the second disruption region of asymmetric storage, where a first block, a second

block, and a third block in the first disruption region axe configured to include data

that mirrors data within a first block, a second block, and a third block of the second

disruption region. A first update to be written to the memory system is received. The

first update is written to a fourth block of the second disruption region that follows a

block of the second disruption region corresponding to the third block of the first

disruption region. Read access to the first block, the second block, and the third block

of the second disruption region is disabled while writing the first update to the fourth

block to the second disruption region. Data is enabled to be read from the first block,

the second block, and the third block of the first disruption region while writing the

first update to the fourth block to the second disruption region. The first update is

written to the fourth block of the first disruption region and read access is disabled io

the first block, the second block, and the third block of the first disruption region

while writing the fourth block to the first disruption region. Data is enabled to be read

from the first block, the second block, and the third block of the aecoiid disruption

region while writing the update to the fourth block to the first disruption region.

Implementations may include one or more of the following features.

For example,

after configuring a memory controller to enable access to the first block, the

second block, the third block, and the fourth block from the second disruption region,

a second update to a portion of data in the first block of the second disruption region

may be received. A third update to a portion of data in the third block of the second

disruption region may be received and the second update and third update may be

written to the first block and the third block of the first disruption region. The



memory management unit may be enabled to read the first block and the third block

from the second disruption region and the data in the second block of the first

disruption region may be preserved for subsequent access as the second update and

the third update are being written to the first disruption region.

The second disruption region may includes a previous instance of

mirrored content prior to writing the first update to the second disruption region. The

first disruption region may be in use when the first update is received. The first block,

the second block, the third block, and the fourth block in the first disruption region

may be sequentially arranged. The fourth block in the second disruption region may be

unutilized prior to writing the first update. The fourth block in the first disruption

region and the second disruption region may use an identical offset for a memory

controller-specified physical address offset. A memory controller may be enabled to

read the first update from the second disruption region after the first update has been

written to the fourth block of the second disruption region. A memory controller may

be enabled to read the first block, the second block, and the third block from the

second disruption region after the first update has been written to the fourth block of

the second disruption region.

The data in the first block, the second block, and the third block of the

second disruption region may be preserved during the writing of the first update to

the fourth block of the second disruption region. A memory controller configured is

use to associate a memory management unit-specified physical address from a CPU

with a first memory controller-specified physical address for the first disruption region

and a second memory controller-specified physical address for the second disruption

region.

An identical block subaddress may be used for the first block in me

first disruption region and the first block in the second disruption region. The first



block, the second block and the third block in the second disruption region may be

sequentially arranged. Associating the blocks may include associating the blocks

using a memory controller configured to interface with symmetric storage and the

asymmetric storage. Associating the blocks may include associating the blocks using

a memory controller configured to interface only with the asymmetric storage.

Writing the first update to the fourth block of the first disruption

region, disabling read access to the first block, the second block, and the third block of

the first disruption region while writing me fourth block to the first disruption region,

and enabling data to be read from the first block, the second block, and the third block

of the second disruption region may be performed while writing the update to the

fourth block to the first disruption region are performed before the second update is

received.

In another general sense, data that is stored in a memory system that

includes asymmetric memory may be managed The asymmetric memory is

configured to enable block write operations in which an address within a block of one

of the asymmetric memory components affects the availability of other addresses

within the block of the asymmetric memory component A first disruption region that

is associated with problematic read access of first addresses within the first disruption

region during the block write operations to the first disruption region is identified

within asymmetric storage. A second disruption region that is separate from the first

disruption region and that is associated with problematic read access of second

addresses within the second disruption region during the block write operations to the

second disruption region is identified within the asymmetric storage. Blocks within

the first disruption region are associated with the second disruption region, where a

first block in the first disruption region are configured to include data that mirrors data

within a first block of the second disruption region. A first update to be written to the



memoiy system is received and the first update to a second block of the second

disruption region is written. Read access to the first block of the second disruption

region is disabled while writing the second block to the second disruption region.

Data is enabled to be read from the first block of the first disruption region while

writing the first update to the second block to the second disruption region. The first

update to the second block of the first bank is written. Read access to the first block

of the first disruption region is disabled while writing the second block to the first

disruption region and data is enabled to be read from the first block of the second

disruption region while writing the update to the second block to the first disruption

region.

Implementations may include one or more of the following features.

For example, the second block in the second disruption region may be unutilized prior

to writing the first update. The second disruption region may include a previous

instance of mirrored content prior to writing the first update to me second disruption

region. The first disruption region may be in use when the first update is received.

The first block and the second block in the first disruption region may be sequentially

arranged. The first block and the second block in the second disruption region may be

sequentially arranged. The second block in the first disruption region and the second

disruption region may use an identical offset for a memory controller-specified

physical address offset A memory controller may be enabled to read the first update

from the second disruption region after me fixst update has been written to the second

block of the second disruption region. A memory controller may be enabled to read

the first block and the second block from the second disruption region after the first

update has been written to the second block of the second disruption region. The data

in the first block of the second disruption region may be preserved during the writing

of the first update to the second block of the second disruption region. A memory

controller may be used configured to associate a memory management unit-specified



physical address from a CPU with a first memoiy controller-specified physical address

for the first disruption region and a second memory controller-specified physical

address for me second disruption region. An identical Mock subaddress may be used

for the first block in the first disruption region and the first block in the second

disruption region.

The various aspects, implementations, and features may be

implemented using, for example, one or more of a method, an apparatus, a system, an

apparatus, system, tool, or processing device for performing a method, a program or

other set of instructions, an apparatus that includes a program or a set of instructions,

and a computer program embodied in a tangible computer readable medium. The

tangible computer readable medium may include, for example, instructions, software,

images, and other data.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

A recent increase in mobile telecommunications device usage has made

asymmetric memory systems (e.g., NOR flash memory) more readily available.

Leveraging this increased availability, our engineers are able to design systems that

use asymmetric memory as a portion of CPU's main memory. For example, NOR

flash memory may be used in the main memory of a server acting as a search engine.

However, asymmetric memory has pronounced access characteristics lhat givc

rise to the label "asymmetric." A system using asymmetric memory must account for

the different access characteristics in order to maximize performance. For example, in

the case of some types of NOR flash, the access characteristics for read operations can

resemble access characteristics for DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory),

where read operations for both NOR flash and DRAM require roughly comparable



time to retrieve content requested in an address. In contrast, write operations for some

types ofNOR flash differ dramatically from write characteristics lor DRAM. Unlike

DRAM, some types of NOR flash cannot perform write operations to data in a random

access manner initiated by a single CPU-level store instruction. In addition, NOR

flash requires an additional long-running erase operation prior to a write. Thus,

writing to NOR flash memory typically requires more time (several orders of

magnitude longer) than writing to DRAM.

Another aspect of NOR flash-like asymmetric memories is that write

operations are associated with a disruption region. A disruption region represents the

area proximate to a particular address on a NOR flash, which area is actually (or

deemed likely to be) associated with undesirable behavior when a memory controller

writes or erases to the particular address. In one instance, writing to a particular

address causes the NOR flash to corrupt data at other addresses in the disruption

region. In another instance, the disruption region does not return timely results in

response to requesting data from other addresses in the disruption region. Instill

another instance, accesses to other data in the disruption region returns the correct

designed cannot rely on access to the NOR flash memory system without experiencing

difficulties.

Thus, a system using NOR flash memory as part of a system's main memory

uses a memory controller that protects other components in the system from

experiencing performance challenges resulting from the access characteristics of NOR

flash (or other asymmetric memory systems). For example, the memory controller

defines or observes disruption regions within NOR flash, enabling data residing in a

disruption region to remain available for reading from an original location with



consistent read times, amidst writing of data associated with that same location to

another memory region that will later serve read requests.

A memory controller (MC) maybe associated with a remapping table to

enable access to content in a memory system that includes asymmetric memory and

symmetric memory. The MC receives a Tequest for a memory read or an

Input/Output (I/O) write from a central processing unit (CPU) for a physical address

specified by the system's memory management unit (MMU). The CPU uses the

MMU to manage memory operations for the CPU, by translating the victual addresses

associated with CPU instructions into physical addresses representing system memory

or VO locations. However, the MC for asymmetric memories is configured to process

the MMU-specified physical addresses as an additional type of virtual addresses,

creating a layer of abstraction between the physical address specified by the MMU and

the physical memory address with which that address is associated by the MC. In this

sense, the MC provides a uniform memory structure to the MMU and shields the CPU

from the computational complexities required to implement a memory system that

may include symmetric and asymmetric components.

A remapping table is used by the MC to enable its abstraction (or

virtualization). Generally, me remapping table associates MMU-specified physical

addresses (bus addresses) with the actual physical address for me particular memory

location in the memory system. The remapping table is used to identify a first MC-

specified physical address associated with the MMU-specified physical address,

where the first MC-specified physical address is said to correspond to a first location

within an asymmetric memory storage. For example, the MC may associate bus

address A from the MMU with physical address D for a NOR flash memory system.

With this structure, when data is to be written, an instruction from the CPU

that implicates a physical address (e.g., physical address A) specified by the MMU is



translated by the remap table of the MC as an address within a memoiy system.

Assuming that NOR flash is used in the memoiy system, the address is used to

identify a disruption region corresponding thereto. And, in keeping with the above

example, the MC associates the MMU-spccificd physical address, Le., physical

address A, is used by the MC to identify a first disruption region (e.g., a bank in NOR

flash memory) within the asymmetric memory storage that includes location D. In

representing a disruption region for NOR flash devices, the first bank of storage is

associated with characteristics that include corrupted content or nondeterministic read

latency as a result of attempting to read data from the first bank of storage at the same

time as an I/O (block) write is being performed that involves the first bank of storage.

To further illustrate, the MC may determine that NOR flash physical addresses

beginning with Ol 000 and lasting until 09000 represent the disruption region. For

example, physical addresses at location D ("physical address D") may be associated

with one or more of these specific addresses.

The MC men executes the write instruction directed to physical address D by

writing content from the first bank of storage to a second bank of storage which is

currently unused by any CPU, and adding or modifying content, per the instruction,

leaving the first bank unchanged and available for read access while doing so. For

example, and again in keeping with the above example, data in physical address range

01000-09000 remains available for read access while it, and updates to it, are written

to physical address range 11000-19000. In greater detail, as the contents from the fust

bank of storage are being written to the second bank of storage and until the contents

have been written to the second bank of storage, the MC is configured to process read

instructions from me MMU for content residing in the first bank of storage by reading

from the first bank of storage. to the example, while the data from physical addresses

01000-09000 are being copied to 11000-19000, the MC may process a request from

the MMU to read physical address A by reading data from physical address 05000



instead of the duplicated and identical data residing in physical address 15000, which

would represent a read to an impacted disruption region.

Yet, thereafter, fo response to determining that the contents have been written

to the second bank of storage, the remapping table is configured to associate Ae first

MMU-$pecificd bus address with a second MC-specified physical address related to

the second bank of storage. For example, the MC may configure the remapping table

to associate bus address A with physical addresses 11000-19000 in response to

determining that the data from physical addresses 0 1000-09000 has been written.

This would have the effect of processing subsequent reads to bus address A by reading

data from physical address 15000.

In another implementation, a minor disruption region is created or maintained,

which is proactively kept up to date with an original disruption region. As a result,

application performance may be increased because less data may need to be

transferred at the time an update is received corresponding to the address range of the

original disruption region. When a write instruction for MMU-specified physical

address corresponding to a constituent data block within the original disruption region

is received, one or more updates are made to a corresponding block within the region

containing the mirrored copy, thus effecting the write instruction. Meanwhile, while

the updates are being made to the mirrored copy, read access for blocks of the

disruption region remains available. Once me updates to the mirrored copy are

completed, the mirrored image is made available for read access. More specifically,

the MC remap fable replaces the constituent data block address with the address of the

corresponding block, such (hat an ensuing read to the Implicated MMU-specified

physical address is directed to the mirrored, but now updated, data block.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a system 100 with a CPU 110 that interlaces with

a memory system 150 through a MC 130. More precisely, the MC 130 is positioned,



oriented, and configured to enable it to be leveraged in processing read and write

requests from the MMU 120 to the memory system 150 while shielding the CPU 110

from challenges resulting from particular access characteristics associated with

asymmetric memory 170.

The CPU 110 includes logic configured to implement one or more processing

operations. Examples of a CPU 110 may include x86-based processors from Intel Inc.

and Advanced Micro Devices Ihc.(AMD), and/or AHM (TM) processors. The CPU

110 may include one or more processor cores.

Generally, each CPU 110 interfaces with an operating syβtem. The operating

system, in turn, may interface with one or more applications. These applications may

include a search engine, business analytics, data mining, or a database management

application. Each of these applications may be compiled (or interpreted) into different

machine-level instructions for execution on the CPU 110. Although only one CPU

110 is shown, multiple CPUs may be used, Each CPU 110 supports an instruction set

with a variety of instructions. These instructions may include, among other

operations, register shifts, arithmetic operations, and memory operations. Examples

of the memory operations may include random access read and write operations and

block (VO) read and write operations.

As shown, the CPU 110 includes a MMU 120. Generally, the MMU 120 is

configured to manage a physical address space for the CPU 110. As the CPU 110 is

executing a program, the CPU 110 may request to read data from a particular address

and write data to a particular address. More precisely, the MMU 120 may be

configured to receive a virtual address from the CPU 110 and translate the virtual

address into a physical address (i.e., a MMU-speoified physical address). In the case

of a read, the CPU 110 maybe configured to instruct the MMU 120 to retrieve data

from a particular MMU-specified physical address. Other systems (e.g., the MC 130)



may, in turn, process the MMU-spocified physical address as an additional type of

virtual address. In another configuration where a translation element of an MMU is

separated out from the portion of the CPU that is responsible for interacting with the

memory subsystem, the MMLI may be configured to obtain the physical address

associated with the virtual address. The MMU (or another entity in me CPU) then

may be instructed to retrieve data from the MMU-specified physical address.

The MC 130 is logically oriented as an intermediary system to enable the CPU

110 to interface with a memory system 150. More precisely, the MC 130 is a system

configured to receive read and write instructions with a MMU-specified physical

address from the MMU 120, lookup a MC-specified physical address associated with

the MMU' Specified physical address, and perform the requested read and/or write

instruction on the block(s) of physical memory corresponding to the MC-specified

physical address.

The MC 130 includes logic (hardware and/or software) configured to manage

me placement ofand movement ofdata within a memory system 150. The MC 130

may be configured to dynamically process instructions based on a determination of

whether the data and/or address is associated with symmetric memory or asymmetric

memory. Similarly, the MC 130 may be configured to process read instructions in a

first way, and process write instructions in a second way. For example, the MC 130

may be configured to permit read operations from the MMU that specify a particular

address to leverage or otherwise operate on a first address within asymmetric memory,

while concurrently processing write operations from the MMU that specify a

particular address to leverage or otherwise operate on a second address within

symmetric memory.



The MC 130 includes a physical interface to the memory system 150. The

physical interface is configured to automatically exchange physical address

information as the MC 130 interfaces with the memory system IS0.

The MC 130 includes a remapping table 140 that stores an association between

a MMU-specified physical address and a MC-specified physical address. The

remapping table 140 may associate multiple MC-specified physical addresses with a

MMU-specified physical address. For example, the remapping table 140 may be

configured to indicate that writes to the disruption region should be directed to a

"new" physical address range for the MMU, while reads from the disruption region

should be directed to the "old" physical address range. Moreover, the remapping table

140 may indicate that a particular MMU-specified physical address is associated with

a disruption region. For example, high-order address bits and some low-order bits in

the MMU-supplied physical address may be analyzed to indicate which bank is being

used. Alternatively, the MC may include logic (or include another column in a

software table) that identifies the bank being used. Configuring the MC to have a

bank identifier readily available may be used to reduce the processing burden of

identifying a bank, Torexample, when performing write operations. The memory

system 150 may include symmetric memory 160 and asymmetric memory 170. In one

configuration, the memory system 150 includes only asymmetric memory 170 (hat is

behind the MC 130. For instance, symmetric memory may be configured to interface

with a first MC and asymmetric memory may be configured to interface with a second

MC. The first MC may be configured to not include the remapping table and other

components that are adapted to support the operations associated with the asymmetric

memory 170. Alternatively or in addition, the MC 130 may be configured to support

both symmetric memory 160 and the asymmetric memory 170. The memory system

150 may be packaged as one or more DlMMs (Dual Inline Memory Modules) and



configured to support DIMM protocols, signaling, interconnects, end physical

interfaces.

The symmetric memory 160 includes one or more memory systems where read

characteristics have similar properties to the write characteristics. Examples of

symmetric memory include DRAM, and other random access memory technologies.

The asymmetric memory 170 includes one or more memory systems where

read characteristics and write characteristics are dissimilar. For example, some types

of asymmetric memory have write latencies that are orders of magnitude greater than

the read latencies. Examples of asymmetric memory may include NOR flash. With

some types of asymmetric memory, an interlace is used to (among other things)

require an entire region of content to be rendered inaccessible to read requests

whenever any constituent block of the region is written, for example, using an I/O

block write, instead of a smaller, random access write to the specific update location,

In configurations where the memory system 150 resides in DIMM packaging,

the DIMM may be configured to dynamically process read and write instructions. For

example, in a read mode, one or more DIMMs may be configured to receive

instructions to access content residing at a particular physical address, and provide

requested content to the processor through the MC. Generally, in a write mode, the

DIMM is configured to receive data to be written with a physical address. Depending

on whether the physical address represents flash or DRAM, the data may be written in

a random access manner (e.g., a word or byte) or in a block (e.g., a 4 Megabyte or a 4

kilobyte block). In one configuration, the DIMM is entirely made up of one type of

memory (e.g., DRAM or NOR flash). In another implementation, the DIMM includes

a hybrid of both DRAM and flash and relies on an internal or external MC to perform

the different operations required to implement a hybrid memory system. And,



although one or more configurations were described where a hybrid and/or dedicated

configuration was used, a different configuration may be used.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the disruption regions in asymmetric memory 200.

In asymmetric memory, disruption regions 210-240 represent four areas of memory

where a write to one address in the region causes the proximate memory addresses to

demonstrate disruptive behavior. In one instance, the disruption region represents

other memory cells that rely on a common interna) write controller within the

asymmetric memory. In another instance, the disruption region represents a range of

addresses, logically or physically grouped.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of a remapping (remap) table 300 associated with a

MC. As shown, the remapping table 300 includes a list of MMU-specified physical

addressee 310 and a corresponding list of MC-specified physical addresses 320.

Generally, the MMU-specified physioal addresses refer to those addresses referenced

by the MMU within the CPU. The list of MC-specified physical addresses represents

the physical addresses within a memory system. As such, the MC is configured to

process the MMU-specified physical address as an additional type of virtual address

by mapping that address to the corresponding MC-specified physical address shown at

reference numeral 320.

More specifically, me remapping table 300 illustrates how different physical

addresses may be associated with a MMU-specified physical address, for example,

based on whether the MMU provides a read or write instruction. As shown In the first

entry, MMU-speoified physical address 100 is associated with a read address 1100 and

write address 2100. Similarly, MMU-specified physical address 200 is associated

with read address 1110 and write address 3100. The remapping table 300 maybe

configured to associate different physical addresses based on whether the MMU (bus)

address is associated with a disruption region.



In one configuration, the MC is configured to associate identically

sized regions with both the read and write translations. Selection of a region size may

have an impact on the "alignment" of addresses (e.g., contents of the lower bits in a

physical address). Thus, using regions of a consistent size may permit the use of

reduced complexity addressing operations as remapping operations are performed.

For example, the addressing operations maybe limited to modifications to certain

portions of the address.

The remapping table maybe implemented using a variety of structures.

In one configuration, both the read/write translations am found in the same remapping

table residing in a single, intermediary device. In another configuration, both the

read/write translations are found in the same remapping table residing in a device

residing on a DIMM. In yet another configuration, several integrated read/write

translations are found within a single device, such as a configuration where a single

remapping table is configured to support several banks within a DIMM and several

remapping tables are used.

Alternatively, the read translation may be implemented as part of the

memory logic while me table used for write translations is implemented as a software-

managed table residing, for example, with an application, a hypervisor, an operating

system, a CPU, or a MC Multiple remapping tables for read and/or write translations

may be used that reside in different locations, such as a MC, a DIMM or on multiple

devices within a DIMM. A hierarchical structure of remapping tables may be used so

that a MC includes a first remapping table that interlaces with a second remapping

table that acts a$ the interface to several devices within a DIMM.

Fig. 4 is an illustration of the addressing format 400 used by a MC. As shown

in format 400, the physical address has 3 components. The low bits <n 0> are

the offset of the data within a given bank and sector. Bits<m n+l> address a



specific sector within a bank, and bits <p m+l> address a specific bank

within the memory subsystem. In one configuration of an individual flash chip,

sectors may be allocated with 128K bytes, and there may be anywhere from 256 to

4096 sectors per bank and 1 to 16 banks per chip. The memory subsystem may

additionally be designed such that a plurality of chips/modules are accessed in parallel

with a single address, permitting a logical sector to be constructed from the

aggregation of corresponding physical sectors In the plurality of chips/modules. The

plurality of chips/modules may be used to inorease <n>: the number of bits within a

sector because each logical sector has additional storage for each address. Additional

flash chips may be also aggregated within the memory subsystem but given different

addresses. This also increases tbe number of banks <p m+l> within the

memory subsystem.

Fig. 5 is aα illustration of banks and sectors within asymmetric memory 500.

More precisely, Fig. 5 shows the diagram of an example of an NOR flash chip. The

NOR flash receives commands from me MC over a chip interface (not shown). A

NOR flash chip includes a number of banks, as illustrated by banks S10a ... bank

S10n. Each bank includes a number of sectors <l...n>. Bach sector includes some

number of words. The MC may be configured to directly address and read a specified

word from any sector in any bank using, for example, random access instructions. As

indicted above, writing data into NOR flash may be more problematic. That is.

writing to NOR flash may require special operations to accommodate me particular

access characteristics of NOR flash. First, in one configuration, the specific sector

(for example, sector 2 in bank 510a) with the word to be written must be erased.

Then, the "new" data may be written into the specified physical address within the

sector. Other new data then may be added to a proximate location within the specified

sector without requiring additional erases because the previous data residing at the

proximate location was previously erased. Alternatively, due to some limitations in



some configurations of NOR flash chips, if one sector (for example, sector 2 within a

bank S10a) is being erased or written, date from the other sectors (1, 3. ..n) within

bank 5 10a are rendered contemporaneously unavailable for reading during the

erase/write operation involving sector 2 of that bank 510a, while the other banks

within the memory subsystem remain available for reading. In this case, the bank

S10a represents an example of the disruption region.

Fig. 6 is a flow chart 600 of a process by which a MC enables access to a

memory system that includes symmetric and asymmetric memory. More precisely,

flow chart 600 illustrates a process by which a MC uses a remapping table in order to

provide access to content in a memory system that includes asymmetric memory,

where the remapping table includes physical addresses for storage in both symmetric

and asymmetric memory. Alternatively,,the remapping table in the MC may he

configured to only interface with asymmetric memory and physical addresses

associated with the asymmetric memory. Generally, the operations described in flow

chart 600 are implemented on a system, such as the MC 130 described with respect to

system 100. However, the operations may be performed by other systems In other

contexts where a different architecture is being used.

Initially, a MC receives, from a MMU within a central processing unit (CPU),

a request for an Input/Output (I/O) write to a first MMU-specified physical address

(610). For example, the MMU may instruct the MC to write VALUE.A to MMU-

βpecified physical address 1.

The MC accesses a remapping table associated with a MC (620). Accessing a

memory table may include referencing a memory structure that maintains an

association between a list of MMU-specified physical addresses and a list of MC-

specified physical addresses.



The MC uses the remapping table to identify a first MC-specified physical

address associated with the first MMU-specified physical address, the first MC-

specified physical address corresponding to a first location within asymmetric

memory storage ($30). For example, the MC may lookup MMU-specified physical

address 1 and determine that MC-specified physical address 1 refers to MC-specified

physical address 101, an address that maps to asymmetric storage.

The MC may be configured to lookup me remapping table using 38-bii

addressing offsets derived from 40-biι MMU physical addresses (in the range 0 - 256

GB). As a result of the lookup, 0)6 40-bit MMU physical addresses are translated into

39-bit NOR Flash physical addresses.

An example of the translation may include a configuration where bits 37-29 of

the addressing offset represent a 9-bit index in the remapping table. A lookup in the

remapping table returns a 10-bit address. The 10-bit address becomes the high-order

bits of the MC physical address. For example, a MMU physical address

0x0400001000 may get translated into memory-controller physical address

0x0840001000. An alternate memory-controller physical address the same range may

be associated with is 0x0880001000.

More sophisticated translations are also possible. Specifically, a translation

that combines a subset of the high-order bits with the low order bits may be used to

generate multiple offsets into a collection, of D1MM modules. For example, bits 37

3 1 of the addressing offset may be concatenated with bits 7-6 to obtain the 9-bit index

into the remap table, ϊn this configuration, NfMU physical address 0x0400000080

may get translated into memory-controller physical address 0x0840000000. Art

alternate memory-controller physical address for the same range may be associated

with address 0x0880000000.



The MC identifies a first bank of storage within the asymmetric memory

storage that includes the first location, the first bank of storage including a disruption

region that is associated with characteristics that include corrupted content or

nondeterministic read latency as a result of attempting to read data from the first bank

of storage as an I/O write is being performed that involves the first bank of storage

(640). In one configuration (and as described in Pigs. 4 and 5), identifying the first

bank of storage includes analyzing the MC-specified physical address to identity the

bank. For example, in Fig. 5, bits <p m+l> identify the bank. And in

keeping with the example earlier introduced, when the MOspocificd physical address

of 0x0840001000 was identified, 0x84 is identified as the bank. The access

characteristics for the disruption region need not necessarily cause a problem nor must

the access characteristics be inconsistent Rather, the disruption region relates to the

potential for problematic access characteristics.

The MC then writes contents from the first bank of storage to a second bank of

storage (650). For example, the MC may load 4MB of data from a first bank (or

block) on a chip (or collection of chips) to a second bank of chips (or a collection of

chips). The second bank represents a different disruption region than the first bank,

hi addition to identifying a different disruption region, other criteria may be used to

identify a different bank. For example, the MC may use a policy that minimizes a

number of erases that are required, e.g., using a ping-pong scheme that returns to the

same bank until storage in the bank is exhausted. Alternatively, the policy may be

configured to identify another bank in the same physical device in order to minimize

the cost of the data copy. If a write to block 1 caused the first bank to be written to the

second bank, a read of a location in a second block (e.g., block 2), which is

immediately adjacent to blockl and which is within the same disruption region,

continues to be serviced by bank 1until the block 1 related write is completed to bank

2. Thereupon, reads to such locations of block 2 are serviced by the updated block 2



now available in bank 2. In other words, between a time when the contents from the

first bank of storage begin to be written to the second bank of storage and before a

time when the contents to be written have been written to the second bank of storage,

read instructions from the MMU for requested content associated with a second

MMU-specicled physical address may be serviced by reading the requested content

from the first bank of storage (660). Therefore, the MC may be configured to operate

in two parallel modes in response to determining that the CPU is accessing content in

the first bank. In a "read" mode, the MC is configured to process read instructions

addressed to the first bank by reading from the first bank, In a "write" mode, the MC

is configured to place the write instruction in a queue until the previous block write

instruction has been initialed and/or completed. Particularly in applications where

read instructions occur far more frequently than write instructions, the adverse impact

on application performance may be reduced by configuring read instructions tυ be

performed from a first bank while configuring write instructions to be queued.

The MC configures the remapping table to associate the first MMU-specified

physical address with a second MC-specified physical address corresponding to the

second bank of storage after determining that the contents have been written to the

second bank of storage (670). That is, In response to determining that the data in the

first bank has been written to the second bank, the MC now configures the remapping

table to associate the MMU-specified physical address with the MC-specified physical

addresses for the second bank.

Other operations that are not shown may be performed in conjunction with the

operations shown in flow chart 600. For example, i f the MC received instructions to

write additional data into the second bank, the MC identifies another unused bank

(e.g., bank 51Ox in Fig. 5) and copies the data from the second bank (e.g., bank S10n)

into the third bank (e.g., bank 5 10x). The MC then may be configured to write the



additional data into the third bank <e.g.,bank 510x). Thus, in the original example

where VALUE A is mapped first into <p' .. .m +1'> and the remapping table is

reconfigured to map VALUE A into <p''..m+l"> (writing VALUE A to the second

batik), the second write operation results in VALUE A being mapped to

<p'"...m+l'">inthe third bank(bank510x). Here, the third bank may be the first

bank.

Io one configuration, the system is configured to switch back-and-fbrth

between a first bank and a second bank. As content is being written from a first bank

to a second bank, the first bank and the second bank share all or nearly all of then

data. Once an update is performed to one of the banks, however, or as the second

bank is activated into service via changing the remapping table in the above-described

configuration, the data added into the second bank may be copied back into the first

bank, as a result of receiving a second write instruction or otherwise. Because the first

bank retains the previously-stored data, the first bank then is reconfigured into a copy

of the second bank with minimal updating. After the data added to the second bank is

copied into the first bank. the data being written via the second write instruction is

added into sectors within the first bank, and the remapping table is changed to map the

MMU-specified physical address back into the first address (e.g., <p' ..m+1 '>, where

<p' . .m+1 '> points back to the first bank). Thereupon, the new data (i.e., the data

from me second write instruction) is added to me second bank, and the second bank

again becomes a copy of the first bank. The copies and writes between the first and

second banks may be repeated.

Insofar as the write operations only involve the writing of new data (e.g., an

update) to a portion of a sector within the bank, the use of coordinated writes between

aligned banks may be used to reduce the computational burden in transferring data

between two different banks. That is, the amount of processing and burden involved



with a block write from a first bank to a second bank may be reduced if the MC only

must coordinate the update to a sector within a bank.

Fig. 7A is a flow chart 70OA of a process by which data (hat is stored in a

memory system that includes asymmetric memory is managed. More particularly,

flow chart 700A illustrates a process by which the magnitude of write instructions are

reduced by associating a first bank of asymmetric storage with the second bank of

asymmetric storage, where at least some of the sectors in the first and second bank

mirror one another. Although the operations described in flow chart 700A are

described as being performed on a MC, such as the MC 130 described with respect to

system 100, the operations shown In flow chart 700A may be performed on other

systems. For example, the operations may be performed by other systems in other

contexts where a different architecture is being used.

In any event, the MC identifies a first bank of asymmetric storage, the first

bank representing a first disruption region (710A). For example, identifying a first

bank of storage may include managing MC-spccificd physical addresses for a MC mat

includes NOR flash memory systems. A bank representing a disruption region may be

identified by configuring the MC to use certain portions of the MC-specified physical

addresses as an indication of the bank.

The MC identifies a second bank of asymmetric storage, the second bank

representing a second disruption region that is separate from the first disruption region

(720A). That is, either of the first or the second bank remains accessible for reads

while the other bank its being written to. Note that a bank may represent a logical or

physical region. For example, in one configuration, the bank represents a physical

module. In another configuration, the bank represents a region within a chip. Instill

other configurations, the bank represents multiple regions across multiple chips.



the MC associates the first bank of asymmetric storage with the second bank

of asymmetric storage, with a first sector, a second sector, and a thiid sector in the

first bank, including data that minors data within a first sector, a second sector, and a

third sector of the second bank (730A). The MC maybe configured to coordinate

reads and write operations so that writes always occur to one of the two banks, and so

that one of the banks is available to support at .east some read operations while the

other bank is unavailable due to a write operation being performed.

The MC receives a first update to be written to the memory system (740A).

Receiving an update may include receiving a command to update a data structure

associated with a MMU-specified physical address (acting as a virtual address) with

another entry and/or replacing a particular entry in the data structure at the MMU-

specificd physical address with an updated entry. Updating the data structure may

include preparing a batch of writes to the data structure. For example, insofar as

different and independent addresses are being updated, the MC may queue several

operations. The writes (e.g., updates) need not be of the same size. A first write may

relate to a record of a first size while a second write may relate to a record of a second

size.

The MC writes the first update to a fourth sector of me second bank that

follows the third sector of the first bank (750A). For example, the MC may determine

that addresses 001-003 axe being used in a first bank, and that the next available ftee

space begins at address 004 (the fourth sector). Therefore, the MC instructs the

second bank, fourth sector, to store the first update. In another example, the MC may

determine that the fourth sector in a ten sector (001 -010) search index needs to be

updated with the first update. The MC instructs the second bank, fourth sector to

store the update to the search index.



The MC disables reed accesses to the first sector, the second sector, and the

third sector of the second bank while writing the fourth sector to the second bank

(760A). That is, the MC may be configured to protect an application from

experiencing difficulties by disabling read access to the disruption region caused by

writing the first update to the second bank.

The MC enables data to be read from the first sector, the second sector, and the

third sectoT or the first bank while writing the update to fourth sector to the second

bank (770A). Because the disruption region can be quite large (e.g., 1Gigabyte), and

the impact on an application of disrupting read access to a large amount of data may

be severe, the MC may continue to provide read access to content o&erwise

unavailable due to the write operation being performed to the second bank. Therefore,

since the first, second, and third sectors have not been changed, the MC may continue

to provide application read access to those sectors using the first bank.

Thereafter, the MC writes the first update to the fourth sector of the first bank

(780A). The MC disables read access to the first sector, the second sector, and the

third sector of the first bank while writing the fourth sector to the first bank (790A).

That is, because reading the first, second, and third sectors from the first bank may

cause the previously-alluded to disruption, the potential for undesirable performance

is reduced by disabling read access to those sectors from the first bank.

The MC enables data to be read from the first sector, the second sector, the

third sector, and the fourth sector of the second bank while writing the update to the

fourth sector to the first bank (795A). Thus, the first and second banks are now

mirrored with identical (or substantially similar) data in each bask.

Figs. 7B-7E are diagrams of different configurations 700B-700E for a

memory system that aligns banks enabling asymmetric memory to be written in a



more efficient manner. More precisely, ineπ oiy systems 700B-700E illustrate how

two regions (e.g., banks or disruption regions) may be aligned so that as content U

written from a first bank to a second bank, the first bank enables read access to

content widiin the first bank. As shown in configuration 700B, memory system 700B

includes first region 710B, second region 71SB, first region 720B, and second region

72SB. Generally, first region 7 10B is aligned with second region 7 1SB and first

region 720B is aligned with second region 725B. Aligning a first region (e.g., a read

region) with a second region (e.g., a write region) enables the MC to support read

instructions while a write instruction is being performed to the write region. The

designation of read and write labels to a region then is reversed once the data has been

written from the read region to the write region.

Configuration 700C illustrates how a MC processes an instruction from the

MMU relative to an internal remapping table and the configuration of first region

710B and second region 71SB. In particular, Memory Controller Actions indicates

mat the MC has received an instruction to store an update for MMU-βpecified

physical address D. As the instruction to store the update is received, first region

710B is active with three sectors (1, 2, 3), and second region 715 is not active, but

mirrors the first region 710B with sectors 1, 2, and 3. As a result of receiving the

instruction to store the update, the MC allocates the next available memory, which the

MC indicates is MC-specified physical address, sector 4. The MC then allocates the

update from MMU-specified physical address D to MC-specified physical address,

sector 4.

Configuration 700D illustrates how the first region remains active to support

requests for MMU -specified addresses A, B, and C from MC-βpecified physical

addresses in first region 710B, sectors 1, 2, and 3. The second region 7 1SB is now a



disruption region as MMU-specificd address D is being written to MC-specified

physical addresses in second region 715B, sector 4,

Configuration 70OB then illustrates a subsequent configuration where the

second region becomes active to support requests for MMU-specified addresses A, B,

C, and D from MC-specified physical addressee in second region 715B, sectors 1, 2,

3, and 4 . The first region 710B is now a disruption region as MMU-specified address

D is being written to MC-specified physical addresses in first region 710B, sector 4.

Fig. 8A is a flow chart 800A of a process by which data is queued in order to

write the data to a memory system that includes asymmetric memory. Initially, a MC

receives an instruction to write a value to a first MMU-specified physical address

(810A). The MC determines that the first MMU-specified physical address is

associated with a MC-specified physical address for asymmetric memory and queues

the write instruction (820A). The MC then copies the data from a first region

proximate to the MC-specified physical address that is an active region to a second

region (83OA). The MC then modifies the remapping table so that read access to the

content of the first region is still enabled, and writes the value to the second region

(840A). Alternatively, the first region may already be active for reading. Once the

writing is completed, the MC reconfigures the remapping table to identify the second

region as the active region for the content previously stored in the first τegion and the

value associated with Ae first MMU-specified physical address (850A).

Figs. 8B-8H are diagrams of different configurations 800B-800H for a

memory system that copies data from a first region to a second region as an update to

the data is being written to the second region. More precisely, configurations 800B-

800H illustrate how a MC is configured to write the contents from an active region to

a second region as a result of receiving a write instruction.



In configuration 800B, four regions (δ)0B-840B) are shown with region 810B

being active and regions 820B-840B being empty. Configuration 800B illustrates that

T , *2\ and '3' are already stored In region 810B and that flic MC haa received a write

instruction to write 2A to storage. Generally, labels such as ' 1', l2\ and 2A refer to

data that is stored or data that wUl be written into asymmetric memory. In one

configutation, the label represents the data itself. In another configuration, the label

represents a MC-specified address or a MMU-specified physical address.

As a result of receiving the write instruction, configuration 800C illustrates a

progression from configuration 800B where region 810C remains active to support

access to T , '2% and 43\ Configuration 800C illustrates that has been copied

from region 810C to region 820C and that region 820C is now identified as a

disruption region (e.g., bank). In the next operation, in addition to writing ' 1' to

region 820D1 the MC writes 2A to region 820D. As the write is being performed, an

instruction to write '4* is received, Because configuration 800D indicates that a write

is being performed, the MC queues '4' in configuration 800E. Configuration 800E

illustrates that the write has not yet been completed, and region 820E remains inactive

as '3* is being copied to region 820E. As a result, region 810E remains active to

support access to •1' and *3 ' . Fig. 8F indicates that region 820F is active after ' 3' has

been copied to region 820F. Inorder to write '4\ configuration 800F indicates that

' 1\ 2A, and *3'are copied from region 820F to region 830F1where region 830F

becomes a disruption region. In addition to copying '1', 2A, and '3' to region 830G,

the MC writes '4* to region 830G. Once the write is complete, configuration 800H

indicates that region 830H becomes active.

Other implementations are within the scope of the following claims. For

example, although aspects of the system was described in the context of NOR flash

with respect to using banks and sectors within the banks, the operations may be



perfbnned u i g other types of asymmetric memory with disruption regions (e.g., a

NOR flash bank) and blocks (e.g., a NOR flash sector).

The characteristics of a disruption region may vary between different read

operations performed that follows or is simultaneous with a write operation. For

example, during a first simultaneous read/write operation to a disruption region, the

content may be corrupted. The content may be delayed during a second simultaneous

read/write operation, and a third simultaneous read operation may see the content

corrupted and delayed. A fourth simultaneous read/write operation may include

uncoπupted data received in a timely manner. However, notwithstanding uncoirupted

Mid timely data, the memory controller may be configured to still operate as though an

asymmetric memory component will operate in an adverse manner (e.g., corrupted

data and latency).

Furthermore, although aspects of the flash memory subsystem previously

described flash chips being mounted on DIMMs, other implementations may be used

where the flash chips and controller ace mounted on the same circuit board. While

examples described configurations with flash memory DIMM, other configurations

may use other non-volatile memory device* where the non-volatile memory device

disables access to some data during the writing of other data within the device. In

another example, a remapping table may be configured to manage the access between

different banks within a memory subsystem. The remapping granularity may be finer

or coarser either remapping chips (coarser) or even remapping sectors within banks

(finer). The address remapping table previously described remaps bits

<p m-H>into the same number of bits <p* !»+-.*>. Other configurations

may remap into larger or smaller number of bits <p' m+1 '>.

Although many of the configurations were described with respect to NOR

flash memory systems, the operations and configurations may be performed on other





What is claimed is:

1. A method of managing data that is stored in memory system that

includes asymmetric memory, where the asymmetric memory i configured to enable

block write operations in which an address within a block of one of the asymmetric

memory components affects me availability of other addresses within the block of (he

asymmetric memory component, the method comprising:

identifying, within asymmetric storage, a first disruption region that is

associated with problematic read access of first addresses within the first disruption

region during the block write operations to the first disruption region;

identifying, within the asymmetric storage, a second disruption region

that is separate from the first disruption region, the second disruption region

associated wim problematic read access of second addresses within the second

disruption region during the block write operations to the second disruption region;

associating blocks within the first disruption region of asymmetric

storage with the second disruption region of asymmetric storage, where a first block, a

second block, and a third block in the first disruption region are configured to include

data that minors data within a first block, a second block, and a third block of the

second disruption region;

receiving a first update to be written to the memory system;

writing the first update to a fourth block of the second disruption

region that follows a block of the second disruption region corøspoadiog to the third

block of the first disruption region;

disabling read access to the first block, the second block, and the third

block of the second disruption region while writing me first update to the fourth block



to the second disruption region;

enabling data to be read from the first block, the second block, and the

third block of the first disruption region while writing the first update to the fourth

block to the second disruption region;

writing the first update to the fourth block of the tint disruption region;

disabling read access to the first block, the second block, and the third

block of the first disruption region while writing the fourth block to the first

disruption region; and

enabling data to be read from the first block, the second block, and die

third block of the second disruption region while writing the update to the fourth

block to the first disruption region.

2. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

after configuring a memory controller to enable access to the first

block, the second block, the third block, and the fourth block from the second

disruption region,

receiving a second update to a portion of date in the first block of the second

disruption region;

receiving a third update to a portion of data in the third block of the

second disruption region;

writing the second update and third update to the first block and the

third block of the first disruption region;



enabling the memory management unit to read the first block and the

third block from the second disruption region; and

preserving the data in the second block of the Hist disruption region for

subsequent access as the second update and the third update ate being written to the

first disruption region.

3. The method of claim 1wherein the second disruption region

includes a previous instance of mirrored content prior to writing the first update to the

second disruption region.

4. The method of claim 1wherein the first disruption region is in use

when me first update is received.

5. The method of claim 1wherein the first block, the second block, the

third block, and the fourth block in the first disruption region are sequentially

arranged.

6. The method of clahn 1 wherein the fourth block in the second

disruption region is unutilized prior towriting the first update.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein the fourth block in the first

disruption region and the second disruption region uses an identical offset for a



memory controller-specified physical address offset.

B. The method of claim 1 further comprising enabling a memory

controller to read the first update from the second disruption region after the first

update has been written to the fourth block of the second disruption region.

9. The method of claim 1further comprising enabling a memory

controller to read the first block, the second block, and the third block from the second

disruption region after the first update has been written to the fourth block of the

second disruption region.

10. The method of claim 1 further comprising preserving the data in

the first block, the second block, and the third block of the second disruption region

during the writing of the first update to the fourth block of the second disruption

region.

11. The method of claim 1 further comprising using a memory

controller configured to associate a memory management unit-specified physical

address from a CPU with a first memory controller-specified physical address for the

first disruption region and a second memory controller-specified physical address for

the second disruption region.



12. The method of claim 1 further comprising using an identical block

subaddress for the first block in the first disruption region and the first block in the

13. The method of claim 1 wherein the first block, the second block

and the third block in the second disruption region are sequentially arranged.

14. The method of claim 1 wherein associating the blocks includes

associating the blocks using a memory controller configured to interface with

symmetric storage and the asymmetric storage.

15. The method of claim 1 wherein associating the blocks includes

associating the blocks using a memory controller configured to interface only with the

asymmetric storage.

16. The method of claim 1 wherein writing the first update to the

fourth block of the first disruption region, disabling read access to the first block, the

second block, and the third block of the first disruption region while writing the fourth

block to the first disruption region, and enabling data to be read from the first block,

the second block, and the third block of the second disruption region while writing the

update to the fourth block to me first disruption region are performed before the

second update is received.



17. A method of managing data that is stored in a memory system mat

includes asymmetric memory, where the asymmetric memory is configured to enable

block write operations in which an address within a block of one of the asymmetric

memory components afifects the availability of other addresses within the block of tbc

asymmetric memory component, the method comprising:

identifying, within asymmetric storage, a first disruption region that is

associated with problematic read access of first addresses within the first disruption

region during the block write operations to the first disruption region;

identifying, within the asymmetric storage, a second disruption region

that is separate from the first disruption region and that is associated with problematic

read access of second addresses within the second disruption region during the block

write operations to the second disruption region;

associating blocks within the first disruption region with the second

disruption region, where a first block in the first disruption region are configured to

include data that mirrors data within a first block of the second disruption region;

receiving a first update to be written to the memory system;

writing the first update to a second block of the second disruption

region;

disabling read access to the first block of the second disruption region

while writing the second block to the second disruption region;

enabling data to be read from the first block of the first disruption

region while writing the fust update to the second block to the second disruption

region;



writing the first update to the second block of the first bank;

disabling read access to the first block of the first disruption region

while writing the second block to the first disruption region; and

enabling data to be read from the first block of the second disruption

region while writing the update to the second block to the first disruption region.

18. The method of claim 17 wherein the second block in the second

disruption region is unutilized prior to writing the first update.

19. The method of claim 17 wherein the second disruption region

includes a previous instance of mirrored content prior to writing the first update to the

second disruption region.

20. The method of claim 17 wherein the first disruption region is in

se when the first update is received.

2 1. The method of olaim 17 wherein the first block and the second

block in me first disruption region are sequentially arranged.

22. The method of claim 17 wherein the first block and the second

block in the second disruption region are sequentially arranged.



23. The method of claim 17 wherein the second block in me first

disruption region and the second disruption region uses an identical offset for a

memory controller-specified physical address offset.

24. The method of claim 17 further comprising enabling αmemoiy

controller to read the first update from the second disruption region after the first

update has been written to the second block of the second disruption region.

25. The method of claim 17 further comprising enabling a memory

controller to read the first Mock and the second block ftora the second disruption

region after the first update has been written to the second block of me second

disruption region.

26. The method of claim 17 further comprising preserving the data in

the first block of the second disruption region during the writing of the first update to

the second block of the second disruption region.

27. The method of claim 17 further comprising using a memory

controller configured to associate a memorymanagement unit-specified physical

address from a CPU with a first memory controller-specified physical address for the

first disruption region and a second memory controller-specified physical address for

the second disruption region.



28. The method of claim 17 further comprising using an identical

block sαbaddress for the first block in the first disruption region and the first block in

the second disruption region.

29 A system that enables a memory controller associated with a remapping

table to enable access to content in a memory system that includes asymmetric

memory, the system comprising:

means for identifying, within asymmetric storage, a first disruption region that

is associated with problematic read access of first addresses within the first disruption

region during the block write operations to the fast disruption region;

means for identifying, within the asymmetric storage, a second disruption

region that is separate from the first disruption region and that is associated with

problematic read access of second addresses within the second disruption region

during the block write operations to the second disruption region;

means for associating blocks within the first disruption region with the second

disruption r gion where a first block in the first disruption region are configured to

include data that mirrors data within a first block of the second disruption region;

means for receiving a first update to be written to the memory system;

means for writing the first update to a second block of the second disruption

region;



means for disabling read access to the first block of the second disruption

region while writing the second block to the second disruption region;

means for enabling data to be read from the first block of the first disruption

region while writing the first update to the second block to the second disruption

5 region;

means for writing the first update to the second block of the first bank;

means for disabling read access to the first block of the first disruption region

while writing the second block to the first disruption region; and

means for enabling data to be read from the first block of e second disruption

o region while writing the update to me second block to the first disruption region.

managing data that is stored in a memory system that includes asymmetric

memory, where me asymmetric memory is configured to enable block write

operations in which an address within a block of one of the asymmetric memory

5 components affects the availability of other addresses within the block of the

asymmetric memory component, the method comprising:

30. A system that manages data that is stored Ina memory system that

includes asymmetric memory, where the asymmetric memory is configured to enable

0 block write operations in which an address within a block of one of the asymmetric

memory components affects the availability of other addresses within the block of me

asymmetric memory component, the system comprising:

a processor; and



a memory controller that is configured to:

identity, within asymmetric storage, a first disruption region that is

associated with problematic read access of first addresses within the first disruption

region during the block write operations to the first disruption region;

identify, within the asymmetric storage, a second disruption region that

is separate from the first disruption region and that is associated with problematic read

access of second addresses within the second disruption region during the block write

operations to e second disruption region;

associate blocks within the first disruption region with the second

disruption region, where a first block in the first disruption region are configured to

include data that minors data within a first block of the second disruption region;

receive a first update to be written to the memory system;

write the first update to a second block of the second disruption region;

disable read access to the first block of the second disruption region

while writing the second block to the second disruption region;

enable data to be read from the first block of the first disruption region

while writing the first update to the second block to the second disruption region;

write the first update to the second block of the first bank;

disable read access to the first block of the first disruption region while

writing the second block to the first disruption region; and

enable data to be read from the first block of the second disruption

region while writing the update to the second block to the first disruption region.



31. A computer program product on a computer readable medium, the

computer program managing data that is stored in a memory system that includes

asymmetric memory, where the asymmetric memory is configured to enable block

write operations in which an address within a block of one of the asymmetric memory

components affects the availability of other addresses within the block of the

asymmetric memory component and comprising instructions that when executed on a

processor cause the processor to perform operations that include:

identifying, within asymmetric storage, a first disruption region that is

associated with problematic read access of first addresses within the first disruption

region during the block write operations to the first disruption region;

identifying, within the asymmetric storage, a second disruption region

at i separate from the first disruption region and that is associated with problematic

read access of second addresses within the second disruption region during the block

write operations to the second disruption region;

associating blocks within the first disruption region with the second

disruption region, where a first block in the first disruption region are configured to

include data that mirrors data within a first block of the second disruption region;

receiving a first update to be written to the memory system;

writing me first update to a second block of the second disruption

region;

disabling read access to the firstblock of the second disruption region

while writing the second block to the second disruption region;



enabling data to be read from the first block of the fust disruption

region while writing the first update to the second block to the second disruption

region;

writing the first update to the second block of the first bank;

disabling read access to the first block of the first disruption region

while writing the second block to the first disruption region; and

enabling data to be read from the first block of the second disruption

region while writing the update to Ae second block to flie first disruption region.

32. A computer program product on a computer readable medium, the

computer program managing data that is stored in a memory system that includes

asymmetric memory, where the asymmetric memory is configured to enable block

write operations in which an address within a block of one of the asymmetric memory

components affects the availability of other addresses within the block of the

asymmetric memory component and comprising instructions that when executed on a

processor cause the processor to perform operations that include:

identifying, within asymmetric storage, a first disruption region that is

associated with problematic read access of first addresses within the first disruption

region during the block write operations to the first disruption region;

identifying, within the asymmetric storage, a second disruption region

that is separate from the first disruption region, the second disruption region

associated with problematic read access of second addresses within the second

disruption region during the block write operations to the second disruption region;



associating blocks within the first disruption region of asymmetric

storage with the second disruption region of asymmetric storage, where a first block, a

second block, and a third block in the first disruption region are configured to include

data that mirrors data within a first block, a second block, and a third block of the

5 second disruption region;

receiving a first update to be written to the memory system;

writing the first update Iu a fourth block of the second disruption

region that follows a block of the second disruption region corresponding to the third

block of the first disruption region;

o disabling read access to the first block, the second block, and the third

block of the second disruption region while writing the first update to the fourth block

to the second disruption region;

enabling data to be read from the first block, the second block, and the

third block of the first disruption region while writing the first update to the fourth

5 block to the second disruption region;

writing the first update to the fourth block of the fi rs t disruption region;

disabling read access to the first block, the second block, and the third

block of the first disruption region while writing the fourth block t the first

disruption region; and

o enabling data to be read from the first block, the second block, and the

third block of the second disruption region while writing the update to the fourth

block to the first disruption region.
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